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Thomas Friedman stresses in his provocative
book, The World is Flat, information
telecommunications technologies have
platform “where intellectual work and
capital can be delivered from
disaggregated, delivered, distributed,

put back together again”, or in

Prepare and prosper or perish

put back together again”, or in
business terms, this gives an entirely
freedom to the way we do work, especially

an intellectual nature (Friedman, 2005

provocative
information and

have created a
intellectual
anywhere–
produced,

in current

Prepare and prosper or perish

in current
entirely new

especially work
2005).



Even ‘Mottos’ need to change
College and universities have always
in Latin, that captured the essence
reason, and other words that drilled
to its essence.to its essence.

If there is a new motto for all of higher education, 
it might be "Change is Constant" or "

Even ‘Mottos’ need to change
always had mottos, usually expressed

essence of their missions -- truth, light,
drilled the purpose of education down

If there is a new motto for all of higher education, 
" or "Innovate or Die." 



Under these changed circumstances present 
system of education faces irrelevance 

Alarm was raised as early as 1983 in USAlarm was raised as early as 1983 in US
in the following report submitted by the
Education

A Nation at Risk: The Imperative for Educational Reform

Under these changed circumstances present 
system of education faces irrelevance 

US and serious concerns were expressedUS and serious concerns were expressed
the National Commission on Excellence in

A Nation at Risk: The Imperative for Educational Reform



Recommendations of the Report
 Five New Basics: English,

Studies, Computer Science
 Other Curriculum Matters

and skills in Foreign Languages,and skills in Foreign Languages,
Arts, Vocational Studies,
education

 Skills and abilities

Report:
English, Mathematics, Science, Social

Science (now STEM subjects)
Matters: Develop proficiency, rigor,

Languages, Performing Arts, FineLanguages, Performing Arts, Fine
Studies, and the pursuit of higher level



The SCANS for Skills
The Secretary’s Commission

Skills (SCANS) was appointed
Labor to determine the skillsLabor to determine the skills
succeed in the world of work

Commission on Achieving Necessary
appointed by the US Secretary

skills the young people needskills the young people need
work.



Beyond 3Rs
Research has found that the
U.S. Fortune 500 companies
from traditional 3Rs (reading,from traditional 3Rs (reading,
teamwork, problem solving, and

the top skills demanded by
by the year 2000 had shifted

(reading, writing and arithmetic) to(reading, writing and arithmetic) to
and interpersonal skills.



Nations and Leaders are taking
paradigm shift

In the 21st century, scientific knowledge
linked to our long-term economic and
With a strong foundation in science, our
have the knowledge, curiosity, creativity,
skills necessary to excel in the workforceskills necessary to excel in the workforce
Achievement in STEM subjects will
strong economy and a productive life
am committed to using all the resources
you ensure our kids are prepared for that

Arne Duncan
Formeer U.S. Secretary of 
Education

taking cognizance of this

knowledge and inquiry are directly
and national security.

our young people today will
creativity, and critical-thinking

workforce of the future.workforce of the future.
will be the cornerstone of a
life in the 21st century, and I

resources at my disposal to help
that future.



Educated people and ideasEducated people and ideas

Educated people are the most valuable resource for 21st 
century societies and their institutions!!!

Educated people and ideasEducated people and ideas

Educated people are the most valuable resource for 21st 
and their institutions!!!

ProsperityProsperity
Security
Social well-being



Brave New World

Society of Learning?

Brave New World?

of Learning?



Imperatives for higher education in 
IndiaIndia

Imperatives for higher education in 
IndiaIndia



Social

Three major imperatives for higher education in India

Economic

Social

Three major imperatives for higher education in India

Intellectual



 Additional capacity creation
GER of 50%

 Affordable access
segments

Social imperative

segments
 Reduced disparity in

economic and social groups
 Better informed and

social indicators (life
sanitation, and law and

creation of 40 million to achieve
to disadvantaged/low-income

in GER across geographies,
groups

and evolved society — improved
(life expectancy, health

and order)



Skilled, job-ready and productive
significantly to India's global competitiveness
Education/skills that enable students

Economic imperative

Graduates with global skills,
workforce-deficient
Countries
Development of successful economic
(district/block) level through community

productive workforce that will contribute
competitiveness

students to become entrepreneurs
skills, who can be employed

economic models at the grass-root
community engagement



High-quality research output
publications and global recognition)
World-class research eco
infrastructure and capabilities

Intellectual  imperative

infrastructure and capabilities
funding/researchers)
Development of India as a destination
for students, faculty, researchers
over the world

output (in terms of patents,
recognition)

eco-systems with adequate
capabilities (including availability ofcapabilities (including availability of

destination for higher education
researchers and employers from all



Current state and future targets vis

Issue Current state
Enrolments 30 million
GER 21.1%

Social imperative 

GER 21.1%
(Disparity across states 
at 45 percentage points)

Social Indicators Human Development
Index:
Ranked 135 among 187 
countries

Current state and future targets vis-à-vis the three imperatives

state Future target
71 million 
50%

(Disparity across states 
at 45 percentage points)

50%
(Disparity reduced to 
15 percentage points)

Human Development
Ranked 135 among 187 

Improved health, 
sanitation, law and 
order and life 
expectancy



Economic Imperative
Current state

Employability Only 10% of general graduates 
and 25% of engineers and MBAs 
are employable

Intellectual ImperativeIntellectual Imperative
Global ranking Only 7 Indian institutes in

400 universities and 2 institutes 
in top 200

Research output No world class research
universities in the country

Future target
Only 10% of general graduates 
and 25% of engineers and MBAs 

90% graduates readily 
employable

Only 7 Indian institutes in top 
400 universities and 2 institutes 

20 Indian universities in 
the top 200 in the world

No world class research-focused 
in the country

Indian among the top 5 
countries in terms of 
research output/impact



Research-
focussed

institutions

Career-

• High-quality
prime

• Critical

• Institutions offering technical/professional courses, with a focus on 
producing industryCareer-focussedinstitutions

Foundation Institutions

producing industry
• Critical role in addressing economic imperatives 

• Institutions
holistic

• Imparting
• Critical

quality institutions with research and innovation
prime focus
Critical role in addressing intellectual imperatives

Institutions offering technical/professional courses, with a focus on 
producing industry-ready graduates .producing industry-ready graduates .
Critical role in addressing economic imperatives 

Institutions offering a wide range of courses aimed at providing
holistic education to India’s masses.
Imparting skills that are relevant to the local industry/community
Critical role in addressing social imperatives.









Seven major goals
Achieving competence
Managing Emotions (including those

Major goals of higher education?

Managing Emotions (including those
as anger, anxiety, hopelessness and
optimism, hopefulness)
Mature interpersonal relations
working with peers)

those that interfere with learning

education?

those that interfere with learning
and those that enable learning such

(such as respecting differences



Moving from autonomy to independence
needing assurance and approval of
Problem solving, and making decisions

Major goals…….continued 

Establishing identity including enhanced

Developing purpose (from who am
going?)

independence (including moving from
of others to self-sufficiency)

decisions

enhanced self-esteem and self-efficacy

am I? and where am I? to where am



Types of Curriculum 
Discipline Based Curriculum 
(Subject centered, Independent subjects, Learning fragmented

Competency-based Curriculum 
(Competency- Integrated use of Knowledge, Skills & Attitudes for doing 
professional tasks)

Core Curriculum with Electives

Types of Curriculum 
Discipline Based Curriculum 
Subject centered, Independent subjects, Learning fragmented) 

based Curriculum 
Integrated use of Knowledge, Skills & Attitudes for doing 

Core Curriculum with Electives



Teaching process
Teacher                                             Message                                    Taught
Well                             

prepared                                       CLEAR,                                      SENSITIZED 
ACCURATEACCURATE
BRIEF
SPECIFIC

No 
Communication
barriers 

Teaching process
Teacher                                             Message                                    Taught

prepared                                       CLEAR,                                      SENSITIZED 
and  RECEPTIVE



Teaching as a skill and a career
Elisabeth Pain Aug. 31, 2015

Whether it is one aspect of a faculty position at a research
of an education-focused job, teaching is an important component of many scientists’ 
careers.
Whether it is one aspect of a faculty position at a research-intensive institution or the core 

focused job, teaching is an important component of many scientists’ 



Teaching is demanding and
task.

its best, teaching can be a wonderfully

Good teaching matters.

its best, teaching can be a wonderfully
experience, but success requires
subject area knowledge.
Teachers also need confidence,
knowledge of pedagogy.

and complex

wonderfully rewardingwonderfully rewarding
more than just

passion, and



But what about Assistance
There is a seemingly unending controversy
On one extreme lies the claim that
explore and construct knowledge
called discovery learning…... andcalled discovery learning…... and
claim that providing direct instruction
withholding it.
Recent studies………Direct instruction

Assistance Dilemma
controversy about two methods of teaching

that it is important for students
knowledge for themselves, which is often

and at the other extreme liesand at the other extreme lies
instruction is more beneficial than

instruction method more beneficial.



Four major aspects of teaching Four major aspects of teaching 



Secret 1: Nurture an authentic
respect and

a. Building a relationship for

Secret 2: Hold students
Secret 3: Celebrate progress

bar

authentic relationship of
caring.

for success

students to high expectations.
progress but keep raising the



b. Creating conducive environment for learning and achievement 

Secret 4: Set clear guidelines
classroom

Secret 5: Foster an atmosphereSecret 5: Foster an atmosphere
take academic

Secret 6: Make your classroom

b. Creating conducive environment for learning and achievement 

guidelines for conduct in the

atmosphere where it is safe toatmosphere where it is safe to
academic risks

classroom an engaging place



c. Personifying an ideal learner
 Secret 7: Know your subject matter
Secret 8: Tailor instructions

student
 Secret 9: Relate learning
 Secret 10: Orchestrate,
Secret 11: Get beyond the

and when.

learner
Secret 7: Know your subject matter

instructions to meet the needs of every

learning to “real” life
Orchestrate, don’t control

the basics of who, what, where



Use of assessment as a critical

 Secret 12: Adapt instruction
best based upon

 Secret 13: Share assessment
them ownership

critical instructional tool.

instruction method that works
upon the results of assessments

assessment data with students to give
ownership over learning



Learning process
COGNITIVE    DOMAIN

PSYCHOMOTOR          AFFECTIVEDOMAIN                        DOMAIN

KNOWING

KNOWLEDGE        ATTITUDE               PRACTICE

BEING                    DOING 

TEACHING

Learning process
PSYCHOMOTOR          AFFECTIVEDOMAIN                        DOMAIN

ATTITUDE               PRACTICE

BEING                    DOING 





Use of appropriate learning strategies

Hattie and Donoghue (2016
strategies. These strategies can
ways according to variousways according to various
classifications.

Use of appropriate learning strategies

2016) identified > 400 learning
can be categorized in many

various taxonomies andvarious taxonomies and



Learning strategies proposed by Marton

Surface Learning
Deep LearningDeep Learning

Strategic Learning
Subsequently, a third strategy was added

Marton and Saljo (1984)

Surface Learning
Deep LearningDeep Learning

Strategic Learning
Subsequently, a third strategy was added



Surface learning Deep learning 
Try to learn in order to repeat what
they have learned

Actively seek to understand the
material/the subject

Memorise information needed for 
assessments 

Interact vigorously with the content 

Take a narrow view and concentrate Make use of evidence, inquiry and 

Three approaches to learning

Take a narrow view and concentrate 
on detail 

Make use of evidence, inquiry and 
evaluation 

Fail to distinguish principles from 
examples 

Relate new ideas to previous 
knowledge 

Tend to stick closely to the course 
requirements 

Tend to read and study beyond the 
course requirements 

Are motivated by fear of 
failure

Are motivated by interest 

Deep learning Strategic learning 
Actively seek to understand the
material/the subject

Intend to obtain high grades
Interact vigorously with the content Organise their time and distribute 

their effort to greatest effect 
Make use of evidence, inquiry and Ensure that the conditions and Make use of evidence, inquiry and Ensure that the conditions and 

materials for studying are 
appropriate 

Relate new ideas to previous Use previous exam papers and 
assessments to predict questions

Tend to read and study beyond the 
course requirements 

Use marking criteria carefully 

Are motivated by interest 



After Hattie and Donoghue (2016)



 We need to think in terms of ‘surface
need to think in terms of developing
achievement, and not one alone

 But Deeper learning competencies

What do we conclude?

 But Deeper learning competencies
result in students’ ability to use

 This ability, known as knowledge
critical to succeeding at novel tasks

surface to deep’ and not one alone
developing dispositions, motivations

competencies, particularly in higher education,

conclude?

competencies, particularly in higher education,
and apply what they have learned

knowledge transfer, is widely recognized
tasks or new contexts.



I hope that this
provoke inquiries

Epilogue

provoke inquiries
become better and

this lecture would
inquiries that help us toinquiries that help us to

and better teachers.







FACULTY
Inappropriate faculty
Inadequate and poor facultyInadequate and poor faculty
Poor infrastructure
applications for new appointments

recruitment policies
facultyfaculty

leading to poorer
appointments.



We need to:
Promote a tenure-based
education institutions to
Develop a system ofDevelop a system of
performing faculty members
performance-linked monetary
benefits.

based system in higher
retain the best talent.

of rewarding the bestof rewarding the best
members by providing

monetary and non-monetary



Develop a hub-and-spoke model for faculty development and exchange spoke model for faculty development and exchange 



Research and Innovation• Poor quality
• Low focus on research, even
• Lack of industry involvement• Lack of industry involvement

research
• Lack of adequate funding
• Undergraduate boom, research

Research and Innovation

even in top institutions
involvement to drive industry orientedinvolvement to drive industry oriented

research gloom



Partnerships
High quality partnerships with foreign
institutions

InfrastructureInfrastructure
Most institutions not meeting infrastructure
Allocated funding for infrastructure
effectively

foreign institutions restricted to a

infrastructure norms
infrastructure development not being utilized



FACULTY
Inappropriate faculty
Inadequate and poor facultyInadequate and poor faculty
Poor infrastructure
applications for new appointments

recruitment policies
facultyfaculty

leading to poorer
appointments.



We need to:
Promote a tenure-based
education institutions to
Develop a system ofDevelop a system of
performing faculty members
performance-linked monetary
benefits.

based system in higher
retain the best talent.

of rewarding the bestof rewarding the best
members by providing

monetary and non-monetary



Develop a hub-and-spoke model for faculty development and exchange spoke model for faculty development and exchange 



Research and Innovation• Poor quality
• Low focus on research, even
• Lack of industry involvement• Lack of industry involvement

research
• Lack of adequate funding
• Undergraduate boom, research

Research and Innovation

even in top institutions
involvement to drive industry orientedinvolvement to drive industry oriented

research gloom



Partnerships
High quality partnerships with foreign
institutions

InfrastructureInfrastructure
Most institutions not meeting infrastructure
Allocated funding for infrastructure
effectively

foreign institutions restricted to a

infrastructure norms
infrastructure development not being utilized



Why focus Higher Education?
• Rapid shift from an agro-industrial

based economy.
• We have entered a new age,

the key strategic resourcesthe key strategic resources
ideas.

• Industrial production is steadily
labour-intensive products
intensive products.

Education?
industrial economy to knowledge

age, ‘an age of knowledge’, in which
resources are educated people andresources are educated people and

steadily shifting from material
and processes to knowledge

•



• A radically new system
evolved that depends
application of new knowledge

• It is this ‘age of knowledge• It is this ‘age of knowledge
broadened the roles
learning but has also
sharp focus.

system for creating wealth has
depends upon the creation and

knowledge.
knowledge’ that has not onlyknowledge’ that has not only

of institutions of higher
also brought them under



Knowledge Economy…..not
The concept of Knowledge Economy
Drucker in the book “Effective Executive”
In this book, Drucker described the difference
the knowledge worker.

manual worker
with his hands

produces goods or
services.

not a very recent concept
was first introduced in 1966 by Peter

Executive”
difference between the manual worker and

In contrast, a knowledge
worker works with his or
head not hands and produces
ideas, knowledge,
information.



The principal ingredients
a.Human Capital
b.Knowledge Capitalb.Knowledge Capital
c.Existence of a

“Ecosystem.”

ingredients of progress are:

creative and enabling



Higher education: a public good or a commodity
for trade?
Commitment to higher education or commitment of higher
education to trade

Higher education: a public good or a commodity
Commitment to higher education or commitment of higher



Teachers and students are involved in a community of practice (Lave & Wenger,
1991) in which both parties have roles to play and activities to perform. The teacher
teaches and the students learn. Teaching can be defined as an intentional act, the
purpose of which is to stimulate students to learn (
2004), for instance by communicating and choosing a learning context.

Teachers and students are involved in a community of practice (Lave & Wenger,
1991) in which both parties have roles to play and activities to perform. The teacher
teaches and the students learn. Teaching can be defined as an intentional act, the
purpose of which is to stimulate students to learn (Qvortrup, 2001; Rasmussen,
2004), for instance by communicating and choosing a learning context.



The origin of the idea of human capital goes back to at least Adam Smith who, in the 
Nations, suggested that investment in physical capital through expenditure on machines might have 
parallels in investment in human capital through expenditures on education and training. 
Theodore Schultz and Howard Becker, among others, were to revive this idea and develop it 
considerably from the early 1960s. Schultz was under no illusion about the considerably from the early 1960s. Schultz was under no illusion about the 
of regarding human beings as a potential form of capital, and of learning and education as the means 
of investment in that capital. 

The origin of the idea of human capital goes back to at least Adam Smith who, in the Wealth of 
Nations, suggested that investment in physical capital through expenditure on machines might have 
parallels in investment in human capital through expenditures on education and training. 
Theodore Schultz and Howard Becker, among others, were to revive this idea and develop it 
considerably from the early 1960s. Schultz was under no illusion about the unpalatability of the idea considerably from the early 1960s. Schultz was under no illusion about the unpalatability of the idea 
of regarding human beings as a potential form of capital, and of learning and education as the means 



Figure 1 The adoption of Human Capital by politicians and policy
The destiny of India is now being shaped in her classrooms. This, we believe, is no mere rhetoric…. It is 
education that determines the level of prosperity, welfare and security of the people 
Indian Education Commission, early 1960s) 
When it is considered how much more competently any job could be done with a little more education 
than a little less, educated youth are a national asset in whatever numbers they exist 
Professor of Education, University of Colombo, Sri Lanka, 1964 

The economy of our country may approach the level of the developed countries at its 100th anniversary. 
One of the reasons we say so is that we possess the power to develop education well, to increase the 
scientific and technological level and to train hundreds of millions of all kinds of qualified manpower at 
all levels in the time before the 2040s. Our country, its power and the potential of economic 
development depend increasingly on the quality of 
intellectuals (Deng Xiaoping’s speech at the National Conference on Education, People’s Daily, Beijing, 
20 May 1985) 

Figure 1 The adoption of Human Capital by politicians and policy-makers 
The destiny of India is now being shaped in her classrooms. This, we believe, is no mere rhetoric…. It is 
education that determines the level of prosperity, welfare and security of the people (Report of the 

When it is considered how much more competently any job could be done with a little more education 
than a little less, educated youth are a national asset in whatever numbers they exist (J.E. Jayasuriya, 
Professor of Education, University of Colombo, Sri Lanka, 1964 

The economy of our country may approach the level of the developed countries at its 100th anniversary. 
One of the reasons we say so is that we possess the power to develop education well, to increase the 
scientific and technological level and to train hundreds of millions of all kinds of qualified manpower at 
all levels in the time before the 2040s. Our country, its power and the potential of economic 
development depend increasingly on the quality of labour and on the quantity and quality of the 

(Deng Xiaoping’s speech at the National Conference on Education, People’s Daily, Beijing, 



We can contribute to each of these
a. Quality teaching
b. Generation of new knowledge
c. Contribute towards creation of a learning 

environment.

these components through:

b. Generation of new knowledge
c. Contribute towards creation of a learning 



How can you create and deliver lectures that stay with students long past the last few minutes of class?
Step 1. You need to capture the listeners’ attention.
We orient our attention selectively. Other things are always competing for our attention.
So how do you do this? You can use attention grabbing gimmicks.
Open with a provocative question, startling statement, unusual analogy, striking example, personal
anecdote, dramatic contrast, powerful quote, short questionnaire, demonstration, or mention of a recent
news event.
But you don’t need to be a performer or entertainer or comedian. You need to focus listeners’ attention.
You can do this by focusing on particular questions or problems.

How can you create and deliver lectures that stay with students long past the last few minutes of class?
We orient our attention selectively. Other things are always competing for our attention.
So how do you do this? You can use attention grabbing gimmicks.
Open with a provocative question, startling statement, unusual analogy, striking example, personal
anecdote, dramatic contrast, powerful quote, short questionnaire, demonstration, or mention of a recent
But you don’t need to be a performer or entertainer or comedian. You need to focus listeners’ attention.
You can do this by focusing on particular questions or problems.



Step 2. Listeners need to organize the material into a coherent structure or framework.
Otherwise, your listeners will be overwhelmed. Students need to absorb, record, and understand the steady
flow of auditory and visual information.
Because the content is new to students, it can be difficult for them to identify which ideas are critical and
which are peripheral.
How can you help students attend to the most important information, so that they understand and remember
the key points of each lecture?
The solution is to make your lecture’s organization explicit and to provide listeners with a conceptual
framework, so that they can direct their attention to the most important information.framework, so that they can direct their attention to the most important information.
1. Provide a roadmap
Describes your lecture's objectives and the questions you will consider
2. Provide a conceptual framework for understanding the material.

Step 2. Listeners need to organize the material into a coherent structure or framework.
Otherwise, your listeners will be overwhelmed. Students need to absorb, record, and understand the steady
Because the content is new to students, it can be difficult for them to identify which ideas are critical and
How can you help students attend to the most important information, so that they understand and remember
The solution is to make your lecture’s organization explicit and to provide listeners with a conceptual
framework, so that they can direct their attention to the most important information.framework, so that they can direct their attention to the most important information.

Describes your lecture's objectives and the questions you will consider
2. Provide a conceptual framework for understanding the material.



Step 3. Don’t overload your listeners
Listeners are not sponges and cannot immediately "absorb" new 
information. Give your listeners short
breaks throughout lecture to review their notes and ask questions. 
Short breaks will revitalize the
audience's attention.

Step 3. Don’t overload your listeners
Listeners are not sponges and cannot immediately "absorb" new 
information. Give your listeners short
breaks throughout lecture to review their notes and ask questions. 



Step 4. Give your listeners opportunities to review and apply what 
they are learning.
You can have students tackle the problem or issue in pairs at the 
end of the lecture, or work alone and then
vote on a solution or position. You can also create a think
situation by inviting volunteers to talk
through their thought processes as they try to solve the problem or 
respond to a question.
Ask students at the end of class to write down the three most 
important things that they learned.

Step 4. Give your listeners opportunities to review and apply what 
You can have students tackle the problem or issue in pairs at the 
end of the lecture, or work alone and then
vote on a solution or position. You can also create a think-tank 
situation by inviting volunteers to talk
through their thought processes as they try to solve the problem or 
Ask students at the end of class to write down the three most 
important things that they learned.



Seven major goals
Achieving competence
Managing Emotions (including those

Major goals of higher education?

Managing Emotions (including those
as anger, anxiety, hopelessness and
optimism, hopefulness)
Mature interpersonal relations
working with peers)

those that interfere with learning

education?

those that interfere with learning
and those that enable learning such

(such as respecting differences



Moving from autonomy to independence
needing assurance and approval of
Problem solving, and making decisions

Major goals…….continued 

Establishing identity including enhanced

Developing purpose (from who am
going?)

independence (including moving from
of others to self-sufficiency)

decisions

enhanced self-esteem and self-efficacy

am I? and where am I? to where am



Learning strategies proposed by Marton

Surface Learning
Deep LearningDeep Learning

Strategic Learning
Subsequently, a third strategy was added

Marton and Saljo (1984)

Surface Learning
Deep LearningDeep Learning

Strategic Learning
Subsequently, a third strategy was added



Make students believe

Epilogue

“If a teacher is not perceived
the students just turn

believe in you.
perceived as credible,
off.”



The 20th Century
Transportation

live in a time of great change, an increasingly
exponential growth of new knowledge and
information and communication technologies

Major Transformation

Cars, planes, trains
Energy, materials
Nation-states
Public Policy

The 21st Century
Communications

increasingly global society, driven by
and knitted together by rapidly evolving

technologies.

Major Transformation

Computers, networks
Knowledge, bits
Nationalism
Markets



The Future of the University?
“Thirty years from now the big university
won’t survive. It is as large a change as when

– Peter
“If you believe that an institution that
disappear in just a few decades, just askdisappear in just a few decades, just ask
family farm.”

– William
“I wonder at times if we are not like the
approaching comet and wondering whether

– Frank

The Future of the University?
university campuses will be relics. Universities

when we first got the printed book.”
Peter Drucker
that has survived for a millennium cannot

ask yourself what has happened to theask yourself what has happened to the

William Wulf
the dinosaurs, looking up at the sky at the

whether it has an implication for our future.
Frank Rhodes



From the NMC Horizon Report > 2016 Higher Education EditionNMC Horizon Report > 2016 Higher Education Edition



Teaching equips
Cognitive domain with knowledge and psychomotor domain with feelings and interest.
Both these domains affect the affective domain to do or practice.
If this  practicing of  teaching is done on regular basis  with positive  If this  practicing of  teaching is done on regular basis  with positive  feeling, liking for  the subject ,  subject will be  internally absorbed and retained (internalization)
Whenever it is needed, the cognitive domain provides or  recalls  the stored  facts and concepts automatically( 
Then one can profess about the subject.   

Teaching equips
Cognitive domain with knowledge and psychomotor domain with 
Both these domains affect the affective domain to do or practice.
If this  practicing of  teaching is done on regular basis  with positive  If this  practicing of  teaching is done on regular basis  with positive  feeling, liking for  the subject ,  subject will be  internally absorbed 
Whenever it is needed, the cognitive domain provides or  recalls  the stored  facts and concepts automatically( automatism)
Then one can profess about the subject.   



TYPES OF TEACHING
ACTIVE
PASSIVEPASSIVE
LEARNER ORIENTED
TEACHER ORIENTED

TYPES OF TEACHING

LEARNER ORIENTED
TEACHER ORIENTED



L5. METHODS OF TEACHINGMETHODS OF TEACHING



Teaching methods
Lecture
Lecture discussion
Seminar
Symposium
Panel discussionPanel discussion
Group discussion
Tutorials
Role play
Integrated teaching (horizontal and vertical)
Talking point sessions
Workshops
Conferences

Teaching methods

Integrated teaching (horizontal and vertical)



L6. QUALITIES OF GOOD L6. QUALITIES OF GOOD 
TEACHING

QUALITIES OF GOOD QUALITIES OF GOOD 



Criteria  of good  teaching 
Good Concept ( thorough preparation)
Organized Content( lesson planning)
Good  Quality and  optimum quantityGood  Quality and  optimum quantity
Sequence
Relevance
Learner oriented

Criteria  of good  teaching 
Good Concept ( thorough preparation)
Organized Content( lesson planning)
Good  Quality and  optimum quantityGood  Quality and  optimum quantity


